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Scripted …
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Unscripted …
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Unscripted …
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False starts

Erm, ants are incredibly 
intelligent creatures, aren’t 
they? So, how do they … te-
tell us a little abou- about their 
intelligen- do … now, here’s an 
important question. Do ants 
have an individual intelligence 
or is it entirely a, a group 
thing? 
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Changing sounds
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Cutting sounds 
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You know …

Listen and show where the speaker inserts you 
know with k

1 yeah, well, no, it’s one of those thing like 
anything else

2 so that that was quite a while ago

3 and so you don’t really stop

4 but it wasn´t until like the Beatles 

5 but, I, so, it, I just got involved in 
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kind of…, sort of… 
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Listen and show where the speaker 
inserts kind of k or sort of s

1 for s the presentation

2 lots of nice pockets of 

3 there were 30 in my family

4 but I stumbled into a karaoke place

5 I mean, we went to several places



kind of…, sort of… 
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Listen and show where the speaker 
inserts kind of ˄k or sort of ˄s

1 for s the presentation

2 lots of nice s pockets of 

3 there were s 30 in my family

4 but I k stumbled into a karaoke place

5 I mean, we went to several s places



Rhetorical questions

Look at and listen to the ways you 
might hear different speakers saying 
the same rhetorical question. What’s 
the question? 

Intip?  Isni?  Innit?  Izntit?  Innip?
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Questioning / turn-taking
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9 One of the tag questions is a real question, and the 
intonation goes up. Which one it is?
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Floor holding

Listen and underline the words which the 
speaker stretches a sound. 

1 … and if you wanna go to an Italian 
deli, you’ll find that …

2 I guess, you see, you know, there’s all 
these, sort of … 

3 Then put in the rice.

4 and I think it’s er, it’s good for me

5 I think, yeah, I, I would like to have the 
lifestyle 20
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Back-channelling
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Alan: How do you pay for it, in Russia and China, 

do you have to pay yourself or does the 

government help?

Ning: Actually, if you are doing the Bachelor 

degree [yeah] you needed to pay for yourself … 

but, er, if you, you can enter the postgraduate 

school to get a a higher degree like a Master or 

PhD, [um] er, you don’t needed to pay anything. 

[Oh, that’s] you [really?] you can get a er, get a 

different amount of money [yeah] to support your 

living cost.
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Rationalising the unruly …
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Delta publishing
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